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Interplanetary shocks are caused both by interplanetary counterparts of coronal mass ejections
(ICMEs) and by co-rotating interaction regions (CIRs) propagating in the interplanetary medium.
CIRs are formed by the interaction between high-speed and slow solar wind streams. When the
interplanetary disturbance propagates faster than the magnetosonic wave speed, in the solar wind
frame, a shock wave is formed. Shocks frequently produce decreases of cosmic rays observed
both by neutron monitors and muon detectors located at the Earth’s surface. In this work, we
analyze this kind of modulation of high-energy cosmic rays (& 50 GeV) observed by the Global
Muon Detector Network (GMDN). After correcting both the atmospheric temperature and pressure effects, we calculated the isotropic intensity and the anisotropy vector. From a list of 38 interplanetary shocks identified in 2015 using interplanetary magnetic field and plasma parameters, we
performed a superposed epoch analysis grouping the events by type and orientation of shocks. We
found that the cosmic ray isotropic intensity is higher when it is associated to fast forward shocks
when compared to fast reverse shocks. We also identified some differences in the anisotropy
vector when comparing different types of shocks or shocks that are quasi-perpendicular with the
remaining ones.
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1. Introduction

2. Observation and data analysis
We use the high-energy ( & 50 GeV) cosmic ray data observed by the Global Muon detector
Network (GMDN), a network formed by 4 muon detectors installed in Nagoya (Japan), Hobart
(Australia), São Marinho da Serra (Brazil) and Kuwait City (Kuwait) [11].
The relation between CIRs observed from 2001 to 2004 and cosmic ray decrease observed
by one of the muon detectors from the GMDN was performed in a previous study but the shock
observation and type during these events was not taken into account [12].
A previous study related the cosmic ray decreases associated with shocks were already performed using observations from the GMDN up to 2014 (see, e.g., [13]) and the events were selected
using the geomagnetic storm sudden commencement (SSC) listed by the German Research Centre
for Geosciences (GFZ) as the identification of the shock arrival at Earth. Although the SSCs are
considered to be caused by the interplanetary shocks [14], cosmic rays are not directly modulated
by the geomagnetic field conditions but primary by the conditions in the interplanetary magnetic
1
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When an interplanetary disturbance propagates faster than the magnetosonic wave speed, in
the solar wind frame, a shock wave is formed [1]. Due to the turbulent field region generated behind
a shock, high-energy cosmic rays are modulated and a decrease is frequently registered by neutron
monitors and muon detectors [2].
The type of shock most commonly observed in the interplanetary medium are the fast forward
(FF) shocks. When those shocks are observed near the earth, they are generally associated to
interplanetary counterparts of coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) [3]. The time profile of FF shocks
show increase in the interplanetary magnetic field, the solar wind speed, temperature and density.
Other category of shocks propagates toward the Sun (instead of away from it, as the FF and
the solar wind do). These shocks are called fast reverse (FR) shocks. They are mainly observed
at the boundaries of co-rotating interaction regions (CIR), regions formed by the interaction of fast
and slow solar wind streams [4, 5]. Some authors identify structures similar to CIR but with a more
relaxed criteria regarding the duration of the event and call them Streaming Interaction Regions
(SIR) (see, e.g., [6]). While the CIRs persist for successive Carrington Rotations (CR), the SIRs
do not have this criterion. CIRs frequently are associated with a pair of shocks at 1 AU: a FF at
the beginning and a FR at its end [7]. FR are sometimes observed at the end part of fast expanding
ICMEs [8, 9]. When inspecting the time-profile of the interplanetary parameters, the FR shocks
show increase in the solar wind speed and decrease in the interplanetary magnetic field, solar wind
density and temperature.
Other category of shocks are the slow shocks that can be either forward or reverse. Shocks of
these categories, however, are rarely observed in the interplanetary medium close to the Earth [10]
and will not be discussed in this article.
In this work we study the relation between the shock type and the isotropic cosmic ray decrease
observed in the GeV range by muon detectors during a set of interplanetary shock waves of different
types in order to compare possible differences between them. We also study the relation between
the shocks type and the anisotropy vector.
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3. Results
The Heliospheric Shock Database report a total of 38 shocks observed in 2015 according to
the observations from WIND spacecraft. Among them, 28 are FF and 10 FR. The ratio of FF and
FR shock is similar to the one found in previous works at solar minimum [10]. The comparison
of the isotropic intensity observed during both types of shocks in shown in Figure 1 using a superposed epoch analysis. We have used the shock observation hour as the time reference of each
shock. The mean hourly isotropic intensity in indicated in black for the FF shocks and in blue for
the FR shocks. The error bars indicate the standard error of the mean. It is clear that after the
shock observation, the cosmic ray intensity decreases with higher intensity when considering the
FF shocks. Other difference is the duration of the decrease: while the mean of the intensity goes to
zero approximately 48 hours after the FR observation, the decrease is kept for the FF at least up to
48 hours.
We also compared the anisotropy vector (after correction of the solar wind effect) in the twoday periods before and after the shock event (Figure 2). To each anisotropy component, we subtracted the mean anisotropy of the same component at the moment of the shock observation so that
the mean of all components are set to zero at the shock observation time. We can notice a clear
difference in the component of the anisotropy in the x direction. While it is approximately constant
for the FF shocks, it decreases on the 48-hour period before the FR shocks.
2
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field. For this reason, we decided to use a shock list identified using observations from the interplanetary medium rather than the SSC events.
Before starting the analysis of the effects of the interplanetary phenomena in the cosmic ray
data, we removed the contributions from the atmospheric effects. The correction of the pressure
effect follows the method described in [15].
As for the temperature effect, we adopted the mass weighted method (see, e.g., [16] and [17].
We have chosen this method because it was found to be the best to remove the temperature effects
on the GMDN data among several other methods available [18]. We used the temperature profiles
extracted from the Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS). The data consist of the temperature
at isobar levels ranging from 20 to 1000 hPa provided every 3 hours. The data is available online
at ftp://arlftp.arlhq.noaa.gov/archives/gdas1/
In order to understand the cosmic ray modulation caused by shocks, we calculated the cosmic
ray isotropic intensity and the anisotropy vector. Briefly, the isotropic intensity is the decrease
in the primary cosmic ray free from local geomagnetic effects. The anisotropy points toward the
direction that has the maximum cosmic ray streaming. A detailed of the methodology can be found
in [19].
We took the shocks identified by the Heliospheric Shock Database (http://ipshocks.
fi) observed by the WIND spacecraft for the period of 2015 only. Beyond the observation time,
we took two other parameters derived for each event: the shock type and the shock normal (the
angle between the shock normal and the interplanetary magnetic field). The shock normal was
derived using observations from both the WIND spacecraft in the Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE)
coordinate system. The method used to derive the shock is the mixed-mode method from [20].
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We compared the anisotropy for groups of shocks with different ranges of the angle theta
between the shock normal and the interplanetary magnetic field direction upstream of the shock.
Since the number of FR shocks are quite small, we took only the 28 FF in this analysis. We
separated them into two categories: θ < 60◦ and θ > 60◦ . We have chosen the limit of 60◦ because
it forms two groups so that each one has more than 10 events, avoiding having a category with
very reduced number of events that could lead to high errors in the calculation of the mean of the
category. The result of this comparison is shown in Figure 3. As they are, the error in the mean
anisotropy values of each component is approximately 0.1%.
We found that specially in the 48-hour period before the shock observation, FF shocks with
θ < 60◦ have significant smaller values of the y component of the anisotropy when compared to
the remaining FF shocks (θ > 60◦ ). In other words, the shocks that are quasi perpendicular do
not have a significant y anisotropy. There are also some differences on the remaining anisotropy
components with smaller amplitude.
One point that must be taken into consideration with this analysis is that the interplanetary
shocks are frequently observed ahead or after interplanetary structures such as ICMEs and CIRs. In
this way, the modulation of the cosmic ray shown here is not limited to the shock itself but possibly
includes effects from the associated interplanetary phenomena. For instance, ICMEs frequently
follow FF shocks. Therefore, the differences found when comparing FF and FR shocks and FF
shocks with different θ could be related at least partially to the cosmic ray modulation associated
to the interplanetary structures that are associated to each group of shock events discussed here.
3
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Figure 1: Comparison of the cosmic ray intensity decrease observed at Fast Forward (represented in black)
and Fast Reverse (represented in blue) interplanetary shock Waves.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the cosmic ray anisotropy observed at Fast Forward (represented in black) and
Fast Reverse (represented in red) interplanetary shock Waves.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the cosmic ray anisotropy observed at Fast Forward in two different ranges of
angle between the shock normal and the magnetic field: the quasi perpendicular( θ > 60◦ ) are represented
in red and the remaining in black.
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4. Final remarks
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